
DALFON

DALFON

Material used
Upper:
Collar : PVC
Vamp: PVC
Quarter : PVC
Counter: PVC
Lining:
Vamp Lining: Nylon fabric
Quarter Lining: Nylon fabric

Sole: double density PVC out sole
Toecap: Steel

Average Size   

39 to 44
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Black PVC rain boots  with 
100J impact resistant Steel toe 
cap and Excellent fitting
Non slippery sole
Highly comfortable
Skin friendliness

BLACK PVC 
RAIN BOOTS

Color
Upper: Black
Mid Sole : Black
Outsole: Grey 

Standards: 
BIS – IS 12254 :1993

Class:
2

Applications:

These models have significant utility in
Construction, Mining, Agriculture Also
the same can be used
in heavy rains.



Instruction for use

Safe feet!!

Instructions for storage:

Store the shoes in cool dry place away from
frost and light in their original carton and
packing.

Warning
Shoes not to be worn when there is a risk of

entanglement by moving parts of machines.

Instructions for cleaning / maintenance:

After any use, leave unpacked shoes in a
ventilated place away from any heat source. To
remove any clay and dust, use a non metallic
brush. For shoe polishing, use a standard
product. It is recommended to clean the shoe
thoroughly after use and leave it to air prevent
foul odour and maintain hygiene.

Protective footwear worn in the
workplace is designed to protect the
foot from physical hazards such as
falling objects, stepping on wet and
slippery surfaces, Vibration.

Resistant to mild 
Acid/Alkaline up to 20% 

concentration

Limits to use:
Do not use this shoe out of its usage
specifications defined in the
instructions above. This shoe does not
contain substance known as being
carcinogenic, neither toxic, nor likely
to cause allergies to the sensitive
people.

Performance:
This safety shoes are certified 
according to the Standard BIS -
IS:12254 :1993

Marking Instructions:

Marking usually takes place on
the bottom of the shoe sole.
Components of marking placed
one by one accordingly as
follows –
I. Article code: DALFON
II. IS Marking
III. Shoe size
IV. Logo of instruction manual

Packaging Instruction: 

1 pair shoe in a primary plastic
with draw string fastening
system
6 pairs in a corrugated outer
carton.


